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Abstract

In the actual production environment, the number of steel bars in the construction site is mainly counted manually. For the special task of steel bar detection, a detection and counting method based on depth learning is proposed. The method is applied to the actual production environment instead of the traditional time-consuming and labor-consuming manual counting method. By comparing the traditional detection algorithm with the one-stage and two-stage detection in depth learning. After the algorithm and considering the efficiency of the model, the improved detection algorithm is proposed to adapt to the special task of steel bar detection. In the final evaluation index, the improved one-stage detection algorithm is superior to the improved detection algorithm in the special task of steel bar detection, showing the improvement of performance, and compared with the single-stage detection algorithm. The law has also been improved to a certain extent.
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1. Introduction

Target detection is a basic task in computer vision. Its purpose is to detect the type of object and the position of the object in a video, and the object detection is applied to image retrieval, pedestrian detection, tracking, etc. In the sub-task of computer vision, with the craze of deep learning, a large number of products using deep learning technology have gradually entered the field of vision, and are widely used in intelligent security, such as face recognition gates, vehicle
identification systems, etc. Therefore, integrating deep learning technology into industrial production, improving the efficiency of traditional industrial production, and reducing the repetitive labor force, and liberating people from the repetitive workforce are a very worthwhile research and application. Therefore, based on the target detection, the target detection algorithm is applied to a specific task, such as the detection of the number of steel bars, which are a major work of this paper.

2. Background Introduction

2.1. Traditional Detection Method

The traditional target detection algorithm consists of the extraction of candidate regions of the target and the classification of the candidate regions. Therefore, the traditional target detection algorithm differs by the difference between the two parts, wherein for the target candidate region extraction part, It is divided into sliding window based detection such as DPM [1], and detection based on texture feature extraction, such as Selective Search [2], and the classification of the extracted candidate regions, such as AdaBoost [3], SVM [4], Decision Tree [5], Random Forest [6], etc. structure.

The traditional detection method can meet the requirements of the application to a certain extent, but with the improvement of the detection accuracy and the real-time detection requirements in the industry, the traditional detection algorithm usually has high time complexity and the characteristics of the manual design are low. Hierarchical, cannot express a large number of multi-category goals, not very robust. Therefore, the industry needs a more efficient detection algorithm to replace the traditional detection algorithm.

2.2. Development of Deep Learning


The algorithms based on meaningful learning target detection can be divided into two main categories: two-stage detection and single-stage detection. The former refers to a detection algorithm that requires a regional proposal network like the Faster RCNN [10]. Such algorithms can achieve high accuracy, but at a slower speed. Although speed can be achieved by reducing the number of proposals or decreasing the resolution of the input image, there is no qualitative improvement in speed. The latter refers to a detection algorithm similar to YOLO [11] and SSD [12] that does not require regional proposal and direct regression. Such algorithms are fast, but the accuracy is not so good as the former. However, RetinaNet [13], which combines accuracy and speed, proposes that the
focus loss implementation achieves the same level of accuracy in a two-stage detection algorithm. Therefore, RetinaNet is utilized to detect the number of bars.

### 2.3. Status of Calculation of the Number of Steel Bars

At the site of the construction site, for the steel trucks entering the field, the inspection personnel need to manually carry out the on-site manual reinforcement of the steel bars on the vehicle. After confirming the quantity, the steel truck can complete the loading and unloading. Currently, the manual counting method is adopted, as showing in Figure 1.

In the above manual counting process, manpower is consumed, and the speed is slow. Generally, it takes half an hour for the steel bar of the car, and it takes several hours for one entry to take the inventory. In the face of such cumbersome and repetitive work, it is proposed for the above work to reduce the repeatability and the labor of a lot of manpower based on the detection of the number of steel bars for deep learning.

### 3. Rebar Quantity Detection Method

#### 3.1. Feature Network

With the development of deep learning, the feature extraction network has also undergone great changes. From the early days of AlexNet [7], VGG-Net [14], GoogleNet [8], and today’s ResNet, the network learning effect is getting better and better.

In the ResNet network, as showed in Figure 2, in addition to the normal convolutional layer output, there is a branch that directly connects the input to the output. Output and the convoluted output are arithmetically added to obtain the final output. The expression is $H(x) = F(x) + x$, $x$ is the input, $F(x)$ is the output of the convolution branch, and $H(x)$ is the output of the entire structure. It can be shown that if all parameters in the $F(x)$ branch are 0. $H(x)$ is an identity map. The residual structure artificially creates an identity map, which allows the entire structure to converge toward the direction of the identity map.

![Figure 1. Manual counting of steel bars.](image)
3.2. Characteristic Pyramid Structure

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the network. A bottom-up line, a top-down line, connected horizontally. The enlarged area in the figure is the horizontal connection. Here, the main function of the $1 \times 1$ convolution kernel is to reduce the number of convolution kernels, that is, to decrease the number of feature maps and not to change the size of the feature map.

Bottom-up is actually the forward process of the network. In the forward process, the size of the feature map changes after passing through some layers, but does not change when passing through other layers, and the layer that does not change the size of the feature map is classified into one stage, so each extracted feature is the last layer output of each stage, so that it can form a feature pyramid.

The top-down process is performed using up sampling, while the horizontal connection combines the result of the up sampling with the same size feature map generated from the bottom up. After the fusion, a $3 \times 3$ convolution kernels is used to convolve each fusion result in order to eliminate the aliasing effect of the up sampling. It is assumed that the generated feature map results are $P_2$, $P_3$, $P_4$, $P_5$, and the convolution results $C_2$, $C_3$, $C_4$, and $C_5$ from the bottom up are one-to-one correspondence.

3.3. Box Setting Improvement and Loss Function Improvement

The network model draws on the idea of Region Proposal Network. After the convolution of $3 \times 3$, there will be padding in the convolution process. Therefore, the size of the convolution is not changed, and the obtained feature map is obtained. Each point of the set is set as the anchor point, centered on the anchor point, artificially set different sizes, different proportions of the anchor frame, because it is the detection of the steel bar, and the shape of the steel bar is mostly circular, therefore, this article is in the original The anchor frame has been modified to make it meet the special task of steel bar inspection. The specific modification is as follows.

The original three aspect ratios were modified to be $\{1:1.5, 1:1, 1.5:1\}$, three different scales $\left\{2^0, 2^{\frac{1}{2}}, 2^{\frac{3}{2}}\right\}$, and a total of nine boxes to satisfy the detection of
steel bars. As shown in the predictor head section of Figure 2, the resulting feature map goes through two different branches, the classification branch (used to clearly identify each frame being foreground and background), and the regression branch (used to regress the detected foreground). That is, the coordinates of the frame of the reinforcing bar are detected, so there are different loss functions for different branches.

3.3.1. Classification Loss
In the classification task, the cross entropy loss function is commonly used. Suppose there are M samples, the classification target has N categories, y represents the label, and the probability that the i-th sample is predicted to be the N-th class is $p_{i,n}$, and the defined CE is:

$$CE = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} y_{i,n} \log(p_{i,n})$$

(1)

In order to solve the positive and negative category imbalance, the parameter $\alpha$ is introduced to control the contribution weight to the total loss of the classification. The new loss function is defined as following:

$$CE_{\alpha} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha y_{i,n} \log(p_{i,n})$$

(2)

Since for the application of steel bar detection, only the category of steel bars is detected for the detected frame, the trade-off factor for the simple and difficult samples in the original loss is not increased, and the final loss function is as shown in Equation (2).

3.3.2. Return Loss
In the regression branch, the value predicted by the network is the deviation
between the prediction frame and the setting frame. Since the shape of the reinforcing bar is relatively fixed, the basic frame size is set to 8, and the frame is applied to 9 different sizes and sizes. The loss function is L1 loss, assuming \( r \) is the deviation between the prediction area and the anchor frame, and \( r^* \) is the deviation between the label and the anchor frame \((x, y, w, h), (x^*, y^*, w^*, h^*)\) respectively indicate the prediction area, the anchor frame area, and the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the area marked by the label, the width and height, then \((r_x, r_y, r_w, r_h)\) indicates the deviation between the prediction area and the anchor frame area, and \((r^*_x, r^*_y, r^*_w, r^*_h)\) indicates the deviation of the anchor frame area from the label.

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_x &= \frac{x - x_a}{w_a} \\
  r_y &= \frac{y - y_a}{h_a} \\
  r_w &= \log \frac{w}{w_a} \\
  r_h &= \log \frac{h}{h_a}
\end{align*}
\]

The same is true, the final loss of smoothL1 is as follows:

\[
\text{smooth}_1 \left( r - r^* \right) = \begin{cases} 
0.5 \left( r - r^* \right)^2 & \text{if } |x| < 1 \\
\left| r - r^* \right| - 0.5 & \text{other}
\end{cases}
\]

4. Experiment

4.1. Data Set

The data in this paper contain a total of 250 training sets, as shown in Figure 4, and 200 test sets, all taken from the actual scene, and the collected data set is

\textbf{Figure 4}. Partial data set.
labeled as the format of the VOC data set for training. Among them, training and verification sets are divided into 8:2 ratios in the training set.

4.2. Training Process

Since only the reinforcing bars are detected, in the classification and regression layers, the corresponding output layers are respectively modified, and in the classification layer, only the reinforcing bars are divided, and in the regression layer, only the single-category coordinate frame of the reinforcing bars is returned. A box with an anchor frame and a label that are greater than 0.8 is marked as a positive sample, and a frame smaller than 0.3 is a negative sample. The learning rate for is initialized to 0.002, the attenuation rate is 0.9, and it is attenuated every 20 epochs, and the total training epoch is 200 times.

During training, data is horizontally and vertically flipped, and brightness is increased by three data enhancement techniques.

4.3. Judging Criteria

The trained model is evaluated on the test set according to the following F1-Score calculation method:

\[ R(\text{Recall rate}) = \frac{\text{Detect the correct amount}}{\text{Correct quantity} + \text{Missed quantity}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

\[ P(\text{Preciseness}) = \frac{\text{Detect the correct amount}}{\text{Correct quantity} + \text{Number of errors}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

\[ F1 = \frac{2PR}{P + R} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

As in Equations (5), (6), and (7), the final F1 score on the test set is used as the model criterion.

4.4. Experimental Result

Using YOLOv1, SSD, the improved algorithm of this paper is evaluated on the test set. The final experimental results are shown in Table 1. The test results are shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the F1 score on the test set. The improved algorithm applied in this paper is higher than the comparison detection algorithm.

This article uses Python language, pytorch’s deep learning framework, and the experimental equipment is i7 8700 RTX2070.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YOLOv1</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>0.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RetinaNet</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved RetinaNet</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusion

In this paper, deep learning detection technology is applied to the detection of the actual number of engineering steel bars, and the traditional detection algorithm in the literature is compared with the deep learning detection algorithm. Based on the original RetinaNet algorithm, the modification of the anchor frame size and the modification of the loss function make it more suitable for the special field of steel quantity detection. The test performance demonstrated by it shows that it can be applied to the actual engineering field, reducing the manpower and material resources consumed in the single link of the quantity of steel bars. At present, the detection of the number of reinforcing bars is run on a server with a GPU, and the network model is slightly larger. The next step is to change the network model to a more lightweight network so that it can be applied to the mobile terminal.
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